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SHE HAS ARRIVED
SEE INSIDE





DESKS, HENS, 
PIGS & GOATS
Thank you so much to everyone who has continued to contrib-

ute to providing essentials to our Nkuringo community.  We had 

some wonderful donations of desks, chairs and bunk beds so 

needed by the school.  They are being inscribed with requested 

inscriptions which include not only names but words such as 

“Believe in Yourself”, “Imagine, Believe, Achieve”.  The HIV group 

were thrilled to receive more hens and their first pig called Faith 

– who they are hoping will have lots of babies for the members.  

At the school the arrival of Katie – a very pregnant goat – joins 

the other two school goats and their three offspring – the prom-

ising start to a healthy herd!!  Goats, hens and pigs are wonder-

ful gifts because they are used for breeding and provide long 

term support for the recipients. 



WHO’S FOR SHOES
Many of the children at the school do not have shoes.  This is not 

such a problem in the dry season but in the wet season there are all 

sorts of issues with children who have their feet constantly in wet 

mud.  We will be taking out a lot of shoes in October but until then 

we needed to find a stop gap.  Lynn and Will Lunn kindly donated 

enough money to purchase 34 pairs of plastic sandals.  These were 

eagerly tried on by the children who then posed proudly for 

their photo!  We hope to provide more such sandals to 

ensure all children have something on their feet – when our 

shoes arrive in October these sandals can, where possible, be 

reallocated to other needy children.

We are thrilled to 

announce the latest 

children sponsored to join 

the school.  At the 

beginning of July Joani Ka-

tusiime had the wonderful 

news she had been given 

the gift of an education 

by Marnie Byles.  She was 

soon followed by Precious 

Akampurira (Colin and 

Kerrie Roberts), Darious 

Niwagaba (Tracey Balsdon) 

and last but not least 

TWINS Davis Muhumuza 

and Miracle Tumuhekyi 

were both sponsored by 

Graham annd Lyn Manuell.  

It is so rare to have two 

children from the same 

family – these twins could 

not believe their luck!  

Thanks again to all of you 

who take on this amazing 

responsibility – your gift 

really does change lives

OUR LATEST ARRIVALS

 Joani Katusiime

Right: Davis Muhumuza and 

Miracle Tumuhekyi

Precious Akampurira

Darious Niwagaba

GREAT
IMAGINATION!



JUST BECAUSE OUR PATHS 
ARE DIFFERENT DOESN’T 

MEAN WE ARE LOST

GREAT
IMAGINATION!

The new advertisement campaign to be 

lauched by

- new toys on sale at your local store !   

NOT QUITE. !

The children in these photos do not have 

as many options as children in some 

other countries – they have to use their 

imagination and create their own toys!

We so often see children in supermarkets 

saying to their parents “I want! I need!”.  

What if they had to make their own toys?

We therefore are setting a little challenge 

to all children under 12.  There will be 

more details in our next newsletter but 

we will be asking you all to show us what 

you can do!

We want you to make a toy from scratch 

out of wood, paper, cardboard – or recy-

cle like the boys in these photos.

These children are as pleased with their 

toys as any child around the world –

Don’t feel sorry for them just because 

they are 

different!
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TANKS ARRIVED
We are already aware how much water 
shortage affects Nkuringo.  We have 
already donated tanks to the 
school and community (St 
Denys Church donated a water 
tank to the school and Linda 
Gwatkin donated one to the 
community).  However, we 
desperately need more.
 
Hopefully the next dry season 
will not be quite so bad thanks 
to the arrival of two more water tanks:
 
Gavin Willis of Search Seven started spon-
soring Allan Mubangizi in January 2015 – he 
was therefore one of our first sponsors.  He 
has followed Allan’s progress since then 
and has organised to visit the school, and 
Allan, in September 2017.  He has seen 
the problems caused by lack of water and 
kindly organised for the funding of a water 
tank by Search Seven - a search 
marketing & conversion agency 
in Brighton which donates a 
percentage of its profits to 
charity.  We hope to bring 
photos of Gavin in Nkuringo in 
our October edition.
 
Shirley Turner, a teacher at 
Rotherfield Primary School, sponsor of 
Comfort Ampeire and member of the Go 
Uganda team going out in October – decid-
ed to make a difference by funding a water 
tank.  She did this via a sponsored walk 
and a very successful quiz night (reported 
in our August Newsletter).
 
Asgario Turyagyenda, Director of the 
School, was therefore over the moon to 
organise the purchase and transport of not 
one but TWO tanks to Nkuringo!
 
They will be in place and ready to receive 
water before the rainy season starts.
 
Thank you so much Search Seven and 
Shirley Turner for your wonderful support!

Two more much needed water tanks arrive at the school! 



Max Bowley - you are a star

1. Buy a desk and bench set for the school.  The inscription to be ‘Forget 
the mistake, remember the lesson’. 
Max has this saying as his wallpaper setting on his mobile phone.

2. Buy a little girl piglet and call it ‘Faith’ (as in have faith in yourself and 
what you can achieve)
The piglet will grow into a lovely mother and provide lots of babies to 
help the community.

3. Buy 2 chickens and call them ‘Joy’ and ‘Hope’
The chickens will certainly bring Joy and Hope to the grateful recipients!
 
Thank you Max for this thoughtful gesture!

BATWA EXPERIENCE

LOCAL FOOTBALL 
TEAM WINS AWARD
Asgario Turyagyenda, School Director, was thrilled to 
be guest of honour when the local community football 
team was awarded a Certificate of Excellency in the last 
local football competitions!  There were smiles all round!  
Good work lads – you are all Winners!

The local Batwa community 

make a little money by show-

ing tourists how they live – and 

used to live.  If anyone visits 

the area they should certainly 

try the Buniga/Batwa Forest 

trail experience!  Here you can 

see local Batwa women – and 

a Batwa child demonstrating 

skills with a bow and arrow.  

We are pleased to see that 

Batwa child is one of our very 

own sponsored children – still 

wearing the distinctive school 

jumper!

Max Bowley was a pupil in Tolkien Class at Rotherfield School when Tolkien first 
started to sponsor Julius Niwagaba in 2015.  The stories of the community really 
touched Max and he saved £100 from his pocket money and a gardening job to make 
the following thoughtful donations to the community:



WELL DONE GIRLS 
AND SARAH TRUELOVE
Following the success of the radio play Kinder Transport put on in The 
Courtyard Café Rotherfield in May this year, raising a total of £300 towards 
a water tank, Stage Door Drama repeated the play in St Denys Church on 
Saturday 15th July.  Proceeds were split between St Denys Church Rother-
field and the water tank fund for Nkuringo School.
 
These young actors gave extremely powerful performances and really 
brought this story to life.  Stage Door Drama continue to produce thought 
provoking and relevant dramas.  Not only were the audience treated to a 
wonderful play but there were scrumptious cakes to wash down with tea 
and coffee at the interval!
 
Sarah Truelove you have a
 great group there!  Thank 
you so much for your 
support!  A total of £256.30 
was made to be split 
between the two funds. 

Top right: The radio play script from 

which the girls read.

Right: left to right Heloise, Kathryn, 

Sophie, Rhiannon and Georgie.

Below: Director Sarah Truelove



“HATS OFF” TO THE LADIES
Another wonderful lady is working her hands to the bone knitting beautiful bonnets to 
be taken out to Nkuringo in October.  Her name is Sheila Lewcock and she has knitted 
over 40 hats so far!  We cannot wait to distribute them and promise to bring photos 
back! Thank you so much Sheila for your wonderful support of this community!  We are 
blessed to have so many dedicated knitters round the country!
If anyone else would like to give us photos and stories of people 
busy working to help Nkuringo please send them to us so we 

can share with our friends and sponsors.
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Volcano House - Hope to be finished in July

Calling school all children reading this article – whether in Uganda or from our Sponsor Community around the world!
Every month we produce the Nkuringo Foundation, Nursery and Primary School Newsletter.  

Every month Steve has to come up with a cover.  It has to incorporate all the standard text that 
we put on the newsletter every month, for example-

Text logotype: Nkuringo Foundation Nursery and Primary School Newsletter  /  month and year  /  People to People
Imagery: The children skipping / The Zebra pattern

 
We thought it would be fun if you children could design a cover for us to use to give Steve a rest! 

Because of logistics there will be TWO competitions and TWO covers.
Your cover will be judged on how close the type resembles the typeface, design concept and oringinality.

Computers can be used to create covers if you have access to one.

THE FIRST COMPETITION is open to children from our sponsor 

community around the world.

Your theme is WEATHER – which can be anything from rain, snow, dry 

season to Climate Change.

We want you to design the OCTOBER 2017 cover. 

The winner will have their name and photo in the newsletter and the 

front cover will be entirely their own work.

They will also win a carved gorilla made by the community in Nkuringo.

Entries
Send a photo or scan of your entry to :

stephenknowlden@btinternet.com.

The closing date for this competition is 

Tuesday 12th September 2017 

(which means you have the 

whole school holidays to create 

your entry!)

Judges will be Kate Bishop, Lynn 

Lunn, Nina Buss and Stephen 

Knowlden.

We will ask the winner to then 

send their original artwork to us to 

be used to create that magic front 

cover!

THE SECOND COMPETITION is open to children from the Nkuringo 

Foundation Nursery and Primary School:

Your theme is WATER - which can be anything from collecting, 

saving or using.

We want you to design the FEBRUARY 2018 cover. 

The winner will have their name and photo in the newsletter and 

the front cover will be entirely their own work.

They will also win two Sticker books.

 

Entries
You should give your entry to Asgario Turyagyenda 

– your school director.

 The closing date for this competition is Friday 20th October 2017 

(Just before the Go Uganda Group arrives from England!)

 

Judges will be Shirley 

Turner, Mel Dolding, 

Asgario Turyagyenda 

and Jan Duchesne (dur-

ing the Go Uganda visit).

We will take the original 

artwork of the winner 

back to England to 

be used to create that 

magic front cover!

COME ON ALL YOU YOUNG BUDDING ARTISTS – LET US SEE WHAT YOU CAN DO!

From left to right: 

Asgario Turyagyenda

School Director, 

Donald Member of the PTA, 

Edith Member of the PTA, 

Vincent School Director, 

Aularia Turyagyenda 

School Director, 

Joshua Ayebare 

Headmaster of School
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THANK YOU
From everyone at Nkuringo

Chris Green& Helen
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WELCOME TO THE NEW look monthly newsletter for the Nku-

ringo Foundation and Primary School – a school of nearly 

200 pupils located in Nkuringo on the edge of the impenetrable 

forest of Bwindi, home to the mountain gorillas, 2,160m above 

sea level in Uganda on the borders of the Congo.  This com-

munity has no electricity or running water.  The people live 

on the food they grow.  With no shops, doctors or comforts 

of civilisation it is a different world in which education is not 

the given right of all.  However with the help of you – our sponsors 

and friends – we can ensure the children of this hard working 

community have a proper childhood, full time education and thus 

the key to a brighter future.
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TO THIS 

FROM THIS 

Above:  The lovely thick 

matresses and much needed 

solar panel arriving at the 

school.  The chidren all know 

what a big difference they will 

make to their lives!

OUR VISIT TO UGANDA in January this year is still being felt – in the best possible way!

While we were there Mike Hughson and Ann Frampton of “Dream Challenges” 

kindly paid for 9 mattresses to go on beds for boarders!  Ann saw these beds were 

without mattresses and could not bear to think of the children sleeping on slats.  

Within a day or two of our leaving Uganda the mattresses had been purchased and 

as you can see from the smiling faces of the children – they were looking forward to 

trying them out!

Steve and I had also noticed during our visit that the school was reliant on the one kind 

donation of a single solar panel for any light at night.  There were two bulbs in the boy’s dormitory and 

only one in the girls – which meant many girls had no light when the sun went down.  This solar panel 

was also the only source of power for charging the computer used by Charity the school bursar.  Before 

we left we pooled all our remaining money and just had enough to pay for a second solar panel – on the 

understanding that a second bulb would be installed in the girls dormitory!  Here again you can see the 

smiling faces of children who now would have more chance of light in the evenings – something we take 

for granted!  A big big thank you to everyone who has donated money, clothes and other very necessary 

items to this community.  You continue to make a real difference!!!
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The cost of sponsoring a 
child at the Nkuringo Foundation and Primary School does not 

include the price of a uniform.  We deliberately did that to keep 

the price down and ensure as many children as possible received 

the opportunity of studying at the school.  However it must be 

said that a nice neat uniform gives a child a pride in themselves 

and their school.  A couple of months ago, when we visited the 

school, we realised that it cost only £5 to give a child a new 

school jumper – and £12 to give a whole uniform.  Wouldn’t it 

be wonderful to see a lovely smart school of smiling children 

standing proud to wear their school colours.  I mentioned it in 

the next newsletter and the result was amazing!  You sponsors 

and friends really did us proud!  We ended up with an order 

for 78 jumpers, 46 skirt or trousers and 46 blouses or shirts.  

Dan and Jackie Jenkins, two of our sponsors, actually asked 

how many jumpers were required to ensure every child in 

the school had a decent jumper to wear – and paid for 25 jumpers to ensure 

nobody was left out.  Some sponsors paid for additional uniforms for needy children and I am pleased 

to say that, following the very hard work of ladies of Nkuringo who worked long hours knitting and sewing – 

Operation Smart School is now complete!

Thank you so much everyone who helped make this school look as good as it feels!

Remember - even if you do not sponsor a child - a smal donation towards clothes, books etc is always helpful 

- and the school always send us photos to show us what they did with the money. Of course it also creates 

work for the community which means everyone benefits!

WITH PRIDE
WORN 

THANKS TO YOU !

Above:  Charity busy sorting out 

the new clothes for distribution.

Top:  Children showing how 

great they can look in their new 

uniforms! 
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DO YOU REMEMBER OUR

APPEAL?
WHO COULD HAVE GUESSED

BRA

OtherLinks •  NKURINGO

SINGING GORILLA
PROJECTS

The rainy season is now coming to an end and the water tanks are full. The long dry 
season will be a test on the resolve of the community to ration the water remaining in 
the tanks. Truth be told, we are all trying to observe the best utilisation of water from the 
tanks to assess what pattern of usage manages to sustain the water for the longest period 
of time.
 
I return to Nkuringo on Sunday to install a further three tanks in the remote village areas 
on the DR Congo border. Thankfully Singing Gorilla Projects has a motor bike so I should 
be in and out in a day for each installation. Mind you, staying overnight in the villages 
is an experience in itself. The nights are dark, there is no light pollution, other than the 
orange glow from Niragongo the extremely active volcano just 30 km away over the DR 
Congo border.
 
The key task to work on this trip is to check the progress on the health centre construc-
tion. I shall be working with the team in the village to assemble a management team to 
provide administration and management oversight for the service, which is expected to 
start before Christmas. The building is still to be equipped with solar panels, cabling and 
a wash room before it is truly finished. I suspect there will be a bunch of snagging to be 
looked at as well.
 
Over the next few months we shall be organising a container to be shipped from the UK 
to take the growing number of donations as well as medical furniture and equipment to 
kit out the clinic. If you know of your local hospital or health centre that is throwing out 
equipment, please drop me a line, to see if we can “rescue” it to have a second home in 
Nkuringo.

THIS MONTHLY NEWSLETTER IS PRODUCED FOR THE SPONSORS
WHO HELP SUPPORT THE NKURINGO FOUNDATION AND PRIMARY 
SCHOOL.  
WRITTEN BY JANET DUCHESNE AND PRODUCED BY STEPHEN KNOWLDEN.  

CONTACT DETAILS
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION EMAIL JANET.DUCHESNE@SPEECHCENTRE.CO.UK 
OR GO TO NKURINGO WEBSITE  WWW.NKURINGO.ORG.UK

A NEW WEBSITE IS CURRENTLY IN THE 
PROCESS OF BEING BUILT - HOPE TO 
BE WITH YOU SOON
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18.5 miles 
there & back

Above:  The children happy to 
reach the Park.  Asgario, the 
school Director, is second left.
These children have just walked 
15km through the jungle.

Left:  Lovely to see the children 
smiling after their long walk!  And 
also lovely to see them in their 
new school uniforms! 

WHEN CHILDREN go on school trips in 

England it is very exciting – something 

different to remember forever.  It is the same in 

Nkuringo. 

    The older children at the Nkuringo Founda-

tion and Primary School were taken on a school 

trip on 19th May 2016 to visit the Buhoma 

Bwindi Park.  They were visiting the Munyanga 

waterfall – which is a tourist attraction for visi-

tors to the region.  The children had also gone 
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ETHAN RAISES 
         FOR
 NKURINGO SCHOOL
£600+
We are constantly overwhelmed by the kindness of 

adults and children alike who do extraordinary 
things to help others far away they haven’t even met.  
As you know Tolkien Class at Rotherfield Primary 
School have already raised money to sponsor a little boy 
Julius Niwagaba.  Molly Dolding of Tolkien Class then 
decided herself to do a sponsored silence and raised 
enough to sponsor Evaline Nyiramugisha.  Her sister 
Georgie then baked cakes to sponsor Anthony Kazora.  
Cassius Stallion, also of Tolkien, then donated pocket 

money and savings to spon-
sor Agapito Akesiga.  All Tolkien class exchange letters 

with children at the Nkuringo Foundation Nursery and 
Primary School so the bonds between these schools 
are growing.  Ethan Buss is the latest Tolkien class 
member to take up the baton!  Ethan decided to cycle 
the Cuckoo Line from Heathfield to Eastbourne and 
back – a total distance of 28 miles – to raise money 

to give yet another child the opportunity to attend 
school – something we all take for granted here.

It was a magnificent effort!  Accompanied by his dad 
Pip Ethan completed his cycle in 3 hours! 

He stopped half way there but didn’t 
stop on his way back from Eastbourne 
to Heathfield. He celebrated with a well 
deserved fish and chips!
     Ethan has already raised £637.50!   This has 
enabled him to sponsor Junior Ayinamasiko.  Junior 
is from the Kahurire village near the buffer zone on 
edge of bwindi forest.  What a wonderful gift to give 
this little boy!  And now Ethan is busy working out how 
best to use the rest of his donation to the community!

Thank you Ethan – you are a inspirational little boy!

Left and Above: Location of 

route taken by Ethan 

Above: Junior Ayinamasike who 
can now attend school thanks 
to Ethan

ETHAN GETS A THUMBS UP FROM US !

SEE INSIDE FOR 
MORE FUND 
RAISING NEWS!
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Left and Above: Location of 

route taken by Ethan 

Above: Junior Ayinamasike who 
can now attend school thanks 
to Ethan

NEWS
THIRSTY ? 

We just have to nip down the 
hill and fetch some water...
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see inside about the blacksmiths of

NKURINGO
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YOU 
ASKED 
WE 

RESPONDED 

WATER TANK DONATED BY ST DENYS CHURCH ROTHERFIELD 
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LINDA STILL  
COLLECTING  

nykuringo goes to 
the to the himalayas 

ABbove: At Laka Got (3,550m) 

in the Himalayas

from left to right Steve Knowlden,

Linda Gwatkin and Jan Duchesne

Jan and Steve have already, between them, carried the name of the  

Nkuringo Foundation, Nursery and Primary School to the Deserts of Jordan 

and the Mountains of Morocco.  This time it was to India and the majestic 

Himalayas.  Linda Gwatkin, a sponsor who was on that first trip to Nkuringo 

with Steve and Jan, decided that she would use this challenge (again with 

Dream Challenges) to raise money for another water tank for the school.  It 

was not always easy – and mountains really do get a bit steep at times – 

but all three of us made it!  Although Linda has already raised a significant 

amount of money on her Just Giving site she still needs a push to reach the 

magic amount needed for a water tank.  Read her story inside – and if you 

can – please help Linda reach her goal!
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NEWS

WE THINK THIS SAYS IT ALL!
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Happy New Year to all our readers! 

ONLY 
WENT AND 
DID IT!

HE 

HOPED YOU ENJOYED THE FIRST YEARS 

LETS HOPE THERE WILL BE MORE TO FOLLOW
NKURINGO PRINTED NEWSLETTER - COMPETITION TIME!

It’s the dry season now, the heat can be unrelenting, even 

in Nkuringo which is usually temperate due to its altitude. 

In any event, as a consequence of the dry season. Much 

of the water in the rain harvesting water tanks has been 

used up and water has to be fetched in jerry cans from 

ever further sources of water as the water from seasonal 

springs dries up. It’s not unusual to walk five kilometres in 

distance, dropping and climbing altitudes of 500 metres 

or more, to find sources of water that continue to flow in 

the height of the dry season.

    For Singing Gorilla Projects this has meant a temporary 

stop on the construction of a building called the Volcano 

House. Work has stopped because there is no water to 

mix cement and make concrete. The Volcano House is a 

6 bedroom house that is being built to house volunteers 

who work on Singing Gorilla Projects work.

    We are hoping to open the Volcano House by the end of 

July ready for Blossom, one of Janet’s friends. We already 

have Sophia from Belgium working in Nkuringo teaching 

the ladies English and how to read. She will be moving 

into the Volcano House when it’s ready.

    The Volcano House is situated on the road from Nku-

ringo to Kisoro, overlooking the Bwindi Forest on the one 

side and the mighty Virunga Volcanos on the other. There 

are four shower rooms and western style toilets. Our 

challenge as always is the provision of water. We are 

working on using a bowser service from Kisoro. This 

however is really expensive so we will need to figure out a 

more sustainable approach.

    The Volcano House will have a lovely sitting room with 

some very nice colonial style furniture purchased from 

Kampala. The bed rooms are to be decorated with local 

artefacts and the beds are made of wood and are locally 

styled.

    Visitors, who are Singing Gorilla Projects volunteers, 

staying at the Volcano House, can do so free of charge 

for the lodging, but are expected to help out in painting, 

decorating, gardening, cooking etc. Food and water will 

need to be purchased additionally.

    The Volcano House will have a compliment of staff. We 

will have a housekeeper / cook, a maintenance manager 

and help as well as security. So the Volcano House will be 

safe and sound for the Singing Gorilla Projects 

volunteers to experience life and contribute to the 

wellbeing of Nkuringo.

DON’T FORGET
Last month we brought you details of our 

two competitions:
 

THE FIRST COMPETITION is open to children from our 
sponsor community around the world.

Your theme is WEATHER – and we want you to design the 
OCTOBER 2017 cover.

The winner will have their name and photo in the 
newsletter and the front cover will be entirely their own 

work. They will also win a carved gorilla made by the 
community in Nkuringo.

The closing date for this competition is 
TUESDAY 12th SEPTEMBER 2017

 
THE SECOND COMPETITION is open to children from the 

Nkuringo Foundation Nursery and Primary School:
Your theme is WATER – and we want you to design the 

FEBRUARY 2018 cover.
The winner will have their name and photo in the newslet-

ter and the front cover will be entirely their own work.
They will also win two Sticker books.

The closing date for this competition is 
FRIDAY 20th OCTOBER 2017

 
WE HOPE YOU ARE ALL WORKING HARD AT YOUR ENTRIES 

AND ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO RECEIVING THEM!



HOW EDUCATION IS MEANT TO WORK IN UGANDA

Primary school (duration: seven years)

In Uganda, there are seven primary school years, from primary one to primary seven. With 

normal annual progression this means primary school should last seven years, but many 

poor children drop in and out of school (if they go) so it is not unusual to find teenagers 

sitting primary exams.

    At the end of primary seven, pupils sit their first major national exams – the primary 

leaving examinations (PLE). Presently PLE has four examinable subjects – English lan-

guage, mathematics, science and social studies. The best possible mark pupils can 

achieve is a total of four (which means one point - a distinction - in each subject), while 

the worst is a total of 36 (nine points for each subject, which means a fail).

Students with between four and 12 points pass the PLE with a first grade, or division one.

    Those with scores between 13 and 23 get a second grade; 24 to 29 get a third grade, 

while those with 30 to 34 pass with a fourth grade.

    This is the first year that the Nkuringo Foundation Nursery and Primary School will put 

their year 7 students forward to take the PLE. 17 pupils will be sitting this important exam.  

Until now no child in this community has passed the PLE locally.

Secondary school (duration: six years)

Pupils who pass their PLE can progress to secondary school. This has two stages; the first 

four years, senior one (S1) to senior four (S4), constitute the O-level period. At the end of 

S4, students sit the second major national exams known as the Uganda Certificate of 

Education (UCE) or simply O-level examinations.

    Students who pass their O-level exams may progress to A-levels or the Higher School 

Certificate (HSC). This lasts two years, S5 and S6, after which students sit for the Uganda 

Advanced Certificate of Education (UACE) examinations, also known simply as A-levels.    

The government abolished tuition fees in public secondary schools in 2007 to increase ac-

cess. However, only students who have scored 28 points or higher can be admitted to this 

universal secondary education programme.  

    This system does not help the poor and the minority groups like the Batwa to achieve 

an education without your help.

English is the language used in schools.  



Hello from Kampala

The last few days have definitely been crazy, 

I don’t feel like I’ve stopped since I landed in 

Entebbe. The journey was long but I sat next to 

some nice people thankfully and although the 

food wasn’t great (plane food never is) they did 

serve it with a proper knife and fork to use! There 

Blossom’s Blog
Volunteering in Nkuringo for Singing Gorilla Projects

was a call for a medic on the flight from Gat-

wick, it turns out a passenger was worried their 

child had eaten something they were allergic to 

but there didn’t seem to be a reaction and no 

one seemed very concerned! 

    Kampala is completely mad and brilliant, 

there’s always so much going on and so much to 

see. The taxis are always packed and I don’t 

know how you’re supposed to find your way 

from one side of the city to the other! 

    We head down to Nkuringo tonight on 

the bus, have enjoyed my time in Kampala 

but am looking forward to a change and 

seeing where I will be staying for the next 

few weeks. 

    Sorry none of my pictures will upload, you 

will have to use your imagination....or come 

and visit this beautiful country yourself!

Nkuringo

For breakfast we have been having the best 

fresh pineapple and amazing black coffee 

(Ugandan of course), having lunch at the 

clinic most days and we prepare dinner 

ourselves in the evening at Albertine (the 

campsite where I am staying) . The food 

we have available is cabbage, potatoes, 

tomatoes, onions that can usually be found 

in Nkuringo or we buy peppers, carrots and 

other supplies from Kisoro when we need 

them and sometimes rice and pasta from 

the shop. The room I have at Albertine is 

basic but the bed is comfy and I have plenty 

of blankets to keep me warm. I have a spare 

single bed in my room which is covered 

in the contents of my suitcase. The toilets 

and showers are a small walk away and in 

the morning if the “donkey” is smoking 

then there is warm water, however it’s not 

hot but definitely better than the ice cold 

shower I had on the first morning! Everyone 

I have met have been incredibly friendly and 

welcoming, it really is a wonderful com-

munity!

Top: On the first day of her visit here in Nkuringo, 

a proud grandmother gives her newborn grand-

child to Blossom. Left: Having dinner with Sandra.

Other pictures: Walking up and playing football

with the children on their “Top of the World”.

OtherLinks •  SINGING GORILLA
This month we devote our page to Blosson Evans
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CAN 
YOU 
SEE 
YOUR 
CHILD?
We are pleased to see that some of you are 
writing to your children – they really love to 

receive your letters and photos – not to mention a 
sticker or two!

We try to bring you as many photos of this as we 
can.  If your child is here can you spot him or her 

without looking at the key? They grow so fast and 
look so smart now!

1.   Damian (Dorothy Windon)

2.   Shallon (Jan Duchesne)

3.   Baram (Jan Duchesne

4.  Isack (David Wenban)

5.   Bureau (Jo Evans)

6.   Moses (Chris & Mick Bugden)

7.   Gerald (Jackie Wickes)

8.   Shivan (Jason Cook)

9.    Afia (Marion Peck)

10.   Alex (Greg Struthers)

11.    Joan (Gloria Jessop)

12.   Benedicto (Jason Cook)

13.    Phiona (Saffron Garner)

14.   Sabina (Lynn and Will Lunn)

15.    Remegius (Jess Hardy)

16.    Evalyne (Jackie Knight & Nick Mitford)

17.    Herbert (Ruth Puttick)

18.    Desire (St Denys Church, Rotherfield)

19.    Amoni (Collette Stewart)

20.   Comfort (Shirley Turner)

21.    Getisha (Jan Duchesne)

Left: Alastair and Britty, two of the children of Asgario Turyagyenda, 

School Director, were also thrilled to receive a postcard addressed to them!



NKURINGO

THE DIFFERENT
FACES OF
UGANDA

Far Right:  The main high street in Nkuringo.  

This is a simple dirt track that becomes a 

hive of activity during the week!  You can just 

make out the school top right in the photo 

which will bring back memories for some!

Right:  The butchers and grocery store are 

open for business!  No Health and Safety here!

We thought it would be useful to put Nkuringo and our community into 
perspective by looking at the broader picture that Uganda offers.

Uganda is a landlocked country in East Africa whose diverse landscape encompasses 

the snow-capped Rwenzori Mountains and immense Lake Victoria. Its abundant 

wildlife includes chimpanzees as well as rare birds. It is about the same size as the 

UK but has very many different faces as you travel from cities and towns to remote 

villages like Nkuringo.

Capital: Kampala / Population: 41.49 million / Currency: Ugandan shilling

Official languages / English, Swahili

 You can see that Kampala is a busy bustling City. Hills covered with red-tile villas 

and trees surround an urban centre of contemporary skyscrapers - where taxis and 

buses fight for space and the population is just over 1.5 million and growing. Kam-

pala has been named the 13th fastest growing city on the planet, with an annual 

population growth rate of 4.03 percent,

    The much smaller town of Kisoro is the nearest town to the Bwindi Impenetrable 

Forest National Park, one of only four national parks in the world where the African 

mountain gorilla can be observed in the wild.  Here you can see there are shops 

where most things can be bought.  There is a weekly bus to Kisoro from Nkuringo 

which enables the people of Nkuringo to go and sell their vegetables or purchase 

necessities. 

    The Nteko ridge is a ridge that rise up from the town of Kisoro and Lake Mutanda 

in the south to the DR Congo Border in the north east.  At the highest point of the 

ridge is the village of Nkuringo.  The village overlooks the Bwindi Impenetrable 

Forest, the last remaining refuge of the endangered mountain 

gorilla, and the rolling hills of south west Uganda, that lead to 

the mighty Virunga volcanos on the Rwanda, DR Congo border. It 

is a place of immense beauty and fragility, a truly special place on 

Earth.  The pace of life here is much slower and shops are much 

more basic as you can see in the photos!

 

People who travel to Nkuringo never forget this place for its 

sweeping scenery and the warm welcome they receive from the 

gentle diverse population.  This is truly a place where people still 

work together and appreciate the world in which they live. 

 

Hopefully the newsletters will bring you some of the magic that 

is Nkuringo!
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Above: In the March 21017 newsletter we announced that Blossom Evans 

was going to volunteer at the medical centre in Nkuringo.  She arrived in 

Kampala via Entebbe at the end of July and took this photo – very differ-

ent to Rotherfield!

Above: Location of Uganda in 

Africa

Right: location of Kampala 

where Blossom took her 

photo

KISORO



THIS MONTHLY NEWSLETTER IS PRODUCED FOR THE SPONSORS
WHO HELP SUPPORT THE NKURINGO FOUNDATION AND PRIMARY SCHOOL.  WRITTEN BY JANET DUCHESNE AND PRODUCED BY STEPHEN KNOWLDEN.  

ARTICLE CONTRIBUTIONS WELCOMED.  CONTACT DETAILS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION EMAIL JANET.DUCHESNE@SPEECHCENTRE.CO.UK OR GO TO NKURINGO WEBSITE  WWW.NKURINGO.ORG.UK
A NEW WEBSITE IS CURRENTLY IN THE PROCESS OF BEING BUILT - HOPE TO BE WITH YOU SOON

As you are aware the Nkuringo Foundation 

Nursery and Primary School newsletter is 

published monthly.  It averages 12-16 pages of 

updates of what is happening in Nkuringo as 

well as reporting on the efforts of sponsors 

around the world to help this community.  

We also try to give some insight into the way 

of life in this remote area and are pleased 

that the newsletters are now used in at least 

three schools to help primary school children 

understand the differences and similarities in 

their ways of life.

 

We started the newsletter in January 2015.  It 

changed its format in February 2016 to the 

current user friendly version.  We email copies 

to all sponsors and friends and you are free 

to share with anyone you think would be 

interested.  We also produce a copy which can 

be printed (double sided on a colour printer) 

and are happy to provide you with a copy if 

you want to make any hard copies for friends 

or organisations.

 

Our newsletter currently circulates in England, 

Scotland, Wales, France, Belgium, Germany, 

India, Spain, Portugal, Dubai, Australia, New 

Zealand and of course Africa.  Our readership 

is growing fast!

 

Each month we ensure that our friends in 

Nkuringo also receive a dozen copies of the 

newsletter so they can read about themselves 

and also the work that is being done to raise 

funds for them.  The children are taught in 

English and the newsletter is a valuable educa-

tion tool that they can relate to.

 

Last month we featured a day in the life of one 

of the Batwa pygmy children in the school – 

Sarah Mbabazi.  She was thrilled to receive her 

own copy of the newsletter (and the obligatory 

stickers!) to show her family and community 

on the Batwa pygmy reservation.

 

Remember if you have any news you would 

like to share please contact us!

NEWSLETTERS


